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College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources
People, Place, Promise
Every Day Is Arbor Day
Trees play vital roles in the ecosystems of natural and urban areas.
Humans and other living creatures depend on trees for food, shelter,
shade, beauty, timber, privacy, and many other reasons. They’re also
essential for larger-scale ecological purposes including carbon sequestration, erosion control, and maintenance of the watershed. Their
central function means that when they are threatened, many other
organisms are threatened as well—and when they thrive, we can too.
This quarter’s Impact Report focuses on trees and the ways
CTAHR faculty are researching, promoting, and protecting these gen-
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Thrive Where You’re Planted

T

		
he right tree for the right place: this is horticulturalist Richard Criley’s focus. Both the
		
location—away from utility lines, not too close to a sidewalk or drainage lines, positioned
		
to provide shade where needed or to enhance a landscape with its beauty—and the tree
choice itself—size, canopy density, flowering, fruiting, amenability to pruning—can influence the
decision to plant a tree, and which tree to plant. Some of the most appropriate, and loveliest, of the
available trees are rarely planted, however. Hawai‘i’s landscape architects tend to select from the
same relatively small group, explains Dr. Criley, emeritus professor in the department of Tropical
Plant and Soil Sciences, because these have worked for them in the past. Adventuring into new trees
is often frowned upon by landscape firms, in case they may not work out and the firms are blamed.
There are many reasons to choose alternate trees,
however. One is the growing interest in utilizing native plants,
which not only may have cultural significance but tend to be
better suited to the climate and other conditions than imports,
requiring less water, fertilizers, and pest-control measures.
Another important reason to diversify has been the impact
of invasive insects on popular trees. For instance, the Islands
have been affected by the monkeypod defoliator, lobate lac
scale, Erythrina gall wasp, and a similar pest affecting Chinese
banyans. When a common type of tree has to be removed
due to insect damage, it’s noticeable in a landscape without a
wide variety. Most recently, the rhinoceros beetle that attacks
coconut palms has become a concern. Hawai‘i is fortunate
that coconut yellowing, which has decimated coconut palms
Dr. Criley poses with an Erythrina
across the southern part of Texas and Florida, has not yet been abyssinica, which he propagated
from seed. The tree, a relative of the
found in the state, as it would hugely impact the landscape
native wiliwili, was planted in 2012 to
and would also affect the native loulu palms.
For these reasons, Dr. Criley initiated a project to identify commemorate the 150th anniversary
of the establishment of the land-grant
tree species that could be used to diversify local landscapes.
university system and the USDA.
He and his collaborators have developed more than twenty information resources, available through CTAHR’s free publications, to help landscape architects and
homeowners choose alternatives to some of the most commonly planted trees. These include the
gorgeously flowering Colvillea racemosa, the fragrantly scented lechoso, and look-alike alternatives
to popular choices, such as the native alahe‘e rather than the imported mock orange. With such a
range to choose from, consider planting a new tree today!
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is killing native forests in areas of the Big Island. Trees are important
to life—and CTAHR is important to trees.
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Rachel Novotny, Ph.D.
Interim Dean and Director for Research
and Cooperative Extension
www.ctahr.hawaii.edu
www.facebook.com/uhctahr
twitter.com/ctahrnews
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Flowering Colvillea racemosa fronting St. John
Plant Science Laboratory.
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Food of the Gods

M

oney may not grow on trees, but something that many consider even better does:
chocolate. At least the raw material of it, cacao (Theobroma cacao), which originates
in plump, opulent, tropical-looking pods borne directly from the trunk of the
slender, graceful tree. H.C. “Skip” Bittenbender is an expert on the tree and the final product derived
from its fruit, and he speaks of both with knowledge and enthusiasm.
Dr. Bittenbender, a specialist in the department of Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, is trialing
the varieties of cacao most suited to Hawai‘i’s many microclimates—he has trees in test plots in Waialua, Pearl
City, Waimānalo, Maunawili, Kualoa, and Mānoa—in
order to establish the best practices for propagation,
cultivation, pest mitigation, harvest, and processing.
The trees mature relatively quickly, beginning
to bear fruit within three to five years after planting.
However, cacao’s conversion from bean to bar can be
lengthy, a three- to four-month process requiring skill,
wild yeasts, and a variety of specialized equipment.
Dr. Bittenbender shares cacao variety trial
Dr. Bittenbender gathers some 300 pounds of pods information at a field day in Waimānalo.
from his plots every three weeks in season. Then they
are whacked open with a cleaver and the “mucilage,” the soft, juicy arils surrounding the seeds, extracted. It looks and tastes surprisingly like lychee, sweet and tangy, but this taste won’t be evident in
the finished product. The outside of the pod is rolled over the mucilage to inoculate it with naturally
occurring yeasts, after which the pulp and seeds are left to ferment in plastic bags in a fermentery—in
Dr. Bittenbender’s case, a specially converted refrigerator that provides the specific temperatures and
humidity required. Then the seeds are dried and held to cure for two months or more, before being
roasted, cracked into nibs, winnowed, and ground and mixed with sugar in a conche for 48 hours.
His chocolates, which he shares but never sells, are in high demand amongst those in the know.
But they’re really only a delightful by-product of his research in support of the Islands’ burgeoning
population of cacao producers and artisanal chocolatiers. Look to see plenty more stands of these
trees with the glossy green leaves and enticing burden of fruit as a new crop of cacao farmers and
producers makes use of his delicious knowledge.
Dr. Bittenbender surveys the harvest of pods from his
six test plots.
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Rid of ROD

E

xtension forester J.B. Friday speaks for the trees. Right now, it’s the ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros
polymorpha) that need his advocacy, due to a devastating new disease that’s decimating forests on the Big Island. Rapid ‘ōhi‘a death (ROD) is estimated to have killed millions of trees over 50,000 acres in the Puna, Hilo, Kā‘ū, and Kona districts. These iconic trees make
up 80% of the native canopy of forests in the Islands and are an essential part of a complex system of
other plants, insects, and birds, including native and endangered species.
The disease is dramatic. Affected trees die
within weeks or even days once they start showing
symptoms. Crowns turn yellowish and then brown,
while infected wood is streaked with black and, interestingly, smells like bananas. The fungus causing
the disease, Ceratocystis fimbriata, is a well-known
pathogen worldwide, and other strains have infected sweet potato and taro in Hawai‘i for decades, but
the strain causing ROD is unique.
Along with fellow members of the “ROD
Joy Nagahiro-Twu and Heather Fucini pack and label
Squad” Dr. Flint Hughes of the USDA Forest
for the IHS.
Service and Dr. Lisa Keith of the USDA ARS, Dr. food
Dr. Friday shows characteristic signs of disease
Friday is working to increase knowledge about,
on a native ‘ōhi‘a.
funding for, and awareness of ROD. The three were
honored by the Hawai‘i Invasive Species Council for their work against the disease.
Dr. Friday also worked to pass House Bill 1597, which funded the Hawai‘i
Department of Agriculture to address it, and lent his expertise to a crowdfunding
campaign from UH’s Lyon Arboretum that raised more than $50,000 to collect
and bank seeds from different varieties of ‘ōhi‘a—they can be endemic to a single
island—for testing for resistance to ROD and future reforestation efforts.
Researchers are still learning about what’s spreading the disease. A possible
vector could be beetles that bore into infected trees and create spore-bearing
sawdust, which can blow into nearby uninfected stands. Dr. Gordon Bennett
and Dr. Curtis Ewing of CTAHR’s Department of Plant and Soil Sciences are
Community members, natural resource managers, and
scientists are working together to combat ROD.
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“Rapid ‘Ōhi‘a Death is one environmental issue
where everyone is on the same side.”
setting traps for the beetles to look for fungal contamination and testing wind currents for
infected sawdust to see if the disease is moving this way.
ROD could also be easily spread by people moving infected wood for firewood or posts.
For that reason Dr. Friday emphasizes that the most important way to help contain it is not to
move any ‘ōhi‘a materials or soil around the trees, and he was instrumental in supporting a new
HDOA quarantine restricting movement of ‘ōhi‘a off the Big Island. Some good news is that the
disease hasn’t been reported on any of the other islands or in the Hāmākua or Kohala districts.
More good news is the outpouring of concern and support from a wide range of individuals and institutions concerning the disease. “ROD is one environmental issue where everyone
is on the same side,” says Dr. Friday. “We have had amazing collaboration and support from
federal and state agencies, non-profits and foundations, elected officials, Hawaiian cultural
practitioners, and community members. No one wants to lose the ‘ōhi‘a forest.”
Visit www.RapidOhiaDeath.org for more information.
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